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Since 2005 we have harnessed the expertise 

and generosity of volunteer mental health 

Professionals. Our network of volunteers 

provide complimentary and confidential 

mental health services to those 

suffering emotionally.



Give an Hour’s 7000 Mental Health Professionals have given over 250,000 hours of care, valued at 

$25,000,000.00



As a society, we don't openly acknowledge, 

discuss, or address our mental well-being – nor 

do we value our mental health the way we do our 

physical health. 



Harness the power, wisdom, and 
influence of those who shape our 
culture. 



The Campaign to Change Direction is a 

collection of concerned citizens, 

nonprofit leaders, and leaders from the 

private sector who have come together 

to change the culture about mental 

health, mental illness, 

and wellness. 





The Campaign to Change 
Direction is a collection of 
concerned citizens, nonprofit 
leaders, and leaders from the 
private sector who have come 
together to change the culture 
about mental health, mental 
illness, 
and wellness. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8bNWdds8gE




https://vimeo.com/126629298


https://vimeo.com/141836561






The goal of the Campaign to Change Direction is to change the 

culture of mental health so that all of those in need receive the 

care and support they deserve. The Campaign encourages 

everyone to pay attention to their emotional well-being – and 

it reminds us that our emotional well-being is just as important 

as our physical well-being.



By bringing together this unprecedented and 
diverse group of leaders we plan to spark a 
movement that:



Frees us to see our mental health as having the 
same value as our physical health



Creates a common language that allows us to 
recognize the signs of emotional suffering in 
ourselves and others



Encourages us to care for our mental well-being 
and the mental well-being of others
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The backbone organization behind the Campaign to Change Direction, has created A

Global Summit on Mental Health Culture Change to showcase successful efforts, forge new

alliances and create the strategic vision necessary to eradicate the fear, shame and guilt

that prevents those who are suffering from receiving the compassionate care they

deserve. Only through culture change will we achieve lasting change.



IMPACT







The idea for 320 was born out of my personal 

experience and the recognition that we can do 

better to address the needs of those who are 

suffering with mental health concerns and 

addiction. For 13 years I watched my husband 

Chester struggle with depression and substance 

use. I often felt scared and alone. I was 

uneducated about the challenges he faced and I 

wanted information – but finding answers to my 

questions and available help for our family was 

very difficult.

Most important to me is that we will build a 

resource – 320 – for friends and family 

members who are seeking answers to questions 

about mental health, mental illness and 

addiction – so that they can support the people 

in their lives who are suffering emotionally.
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The 2nd Global Summit on Mental Health Culture Change
Building on the tremendous success of the first Global Summit on

Mental Health Culture Change held in Los Angeles, California in

May 2017, Give an Hour – in collaboration with the UK office of the

Minister of Defence People and Veterans, the Royal Foundation and

Combat Stress – brings this exciting gathering to London in October

2018.



The London Summit will continue the work accomplished in
California by gathering together key thought leaders,
government officials, stakeholders, policy makers and
change agents to focus exclusively on addressing culture as
a primary barrier to changing the way we think about, talk
about and address emotional well-being and mental health.



A Series of Events that Engage, Educate and Inspire

The London Summit will continue the work accomplished in California by gathering together key thought
leaders, government officials, stakeholders, policy makers and change agents to focus exclusively on
addressing culture as a primary barrier to changing the way we think about, talk about and address
emotional well-being and mental health.



Day 1: Opening Reception 

Give an Hour will begin this engaging series of events with a special 

reception to thank our partner organizations and recognize the 

accomplishments of the Royal Foundation’s Heads Together initiative –

the signature mental health initiative championed by Prince Harry and 

the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge. The reception and special VIP 

dinner to follow will be hosted by the Rt. Honorable Tobias Ellwood, UK 

Minister of Defence People and Veterans. 



Day 2: The Global Summit Conference Begins

Minister Ellwood has graciously agreed to give the key address to set 

the stage as we gather world leaders, government officials, stakeholders 

and activists for a day filled with conversations, presentations and new 

perspectives. The goal of this unique convening  is to explore cultural 

barriers across and within groups – and to examine innovative programs, 

inspirational movements and unique opportunities. The goal is to Change 

Direction – so that we move forward to build a global culture in which all 

in need of mental health care are able to seek and receive the 

treatment and support they deserve.



Day 3: The Global Summit Conference Continues

We continue on the second day of the conference portion of the Summit 

to work toward consolidation and activation. Our goal for our attendees 

is to leave the conference with new ideas, new partners and new 

opportunities to continue the critical work of mental health culture change 

in their own communities and countries as we advance our shared mission. 

Following a break for lunch, a high-profile VIP roundtable discussion 

focused on military and veteran mental health efforts will continue the 

momentum of the Summit – while other attendees enjoy additional 

programming focused on work that is occurring across other sectors. 

A key feature of Day 3 will be the announcement of an exciting 

coordinated global event focused on mental health which will take place 

during May 2019. A Week to Change Direction will allow small, medium 

and large organizations across the world to participate as we raise 

awareness and resources to change the culture of mental health. 



London Palladium : 8 Argll Street, Soho, London 

W1F 7TE, UK

The Concert to Change Direction: 
A Benefit for Mental Health and Emotional Well-

Being

The Global Summit ends with a special benefit concert 

that promises to draw attention, raise awareness and 

drive change. Talinda Bennington’s husband and soul-

mate,  Chester Bennington of Linkin Park fame, took his 

own life in 2017 after a long battle with emotional 

pain and substance use. Talinda is partnering with 

Give an Hour and the Campaign to Change Direction 

to launch 320 Changes Direction – an effort designed 

specifically to ensure that families are equipped to 

understand and support their loved ones dealing with 

mental health challenges. Talinda joins us in London to 

host an evening of music that celebrates the progress 

we have made and inspires us to continue the work 

ahead.





Support & Collaboration To Date



JOIN US


